
CHRISTMAS BIRDHOUSE TUTORIAL

by Jane Royston

1. I started by getting all the parts of the kit out to see how they went together before coating them all with
white gesso.  I made sure to be careful around areas that connected not to make the gesso too thick.

2. Using white acrylic glue I stuck together the 4 main pieces of the birdhouse then adhered them to the 
square base.  The whole house was then painted with Pyrrole red acrylic paint and when dry gold gilding 
wax added to the edges.

3. Next the 2 scalloped base piece were stuck to each end of the dowel and then painted using Yellow 
Green Light paint.  Then gilding wax was again added.



4. The main base piece was placed in an embossing folder and then put through my Big Shot machine to 
create texture. It was then painted using Green Gold acrylic paint and gilding wax added.

5. I checked which way the roof panels would go on top of the birdhouse then adding some modelling paste
through the 4” x 4” Flourish stencil. These were then painted with Metallic Gold paint and then some 
antique gold gilding wax added.

6. Within the kit there are 3 pieces of holly garland.  I kept 2 as whole pieces then cut the third into 
sections.  I painted the leaves using Viridian and the berries using Pyrrole Red, before adding gilding wax. 
Some glossy accents were then added to the berries as well as a sprinkling of glamour dust.  Once these 
were all dried I decoupaged a couple of the cut pieces onto the main strands and kept one piece for the 
roof.

7. The Merry Christmas was covered with gold gilding wax then glossy accents and glamour dust added.



8. The bird was painted with Sap Green paint and the wing and branch coated with gilding wax.  The wing 
then had added sparkle using glossy accents and glamour dust.

9. The roof was then added using white acrylic glue and finally all the pieces were stuck together using glue 
gel for an extra strong hold.


